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Set in a world where humanity is in control of technology to help them, as well as protect them. From
a safe distance, instead of standing against the threat in a traditional third-person-shooter, you will
hide from the threat – using the enemy as a shield. Manipulate them as you go on the offensive to
keep them out of your space. Doing so will upgrade your weapon as you progress. Weapons Pistol : A
pistol is the starting weapon. This is your conventional gun, mostly just used to hunt wildlife and
pests in the solar system. Vinci Vertire: Its a dual-pronged vertical grip that flips to a vertical-only
mode with this attached. It’s a multi-purpose but can be used for one of two purposes. As the purple-
colored vertical, it can be used as a swatter. With a select of charged up, it is the most effective
swatter you will find. The purple-colored vertical can be fired across the screen, and is a very
effective silencer. As a gun, the Vinci Vertire has two uses. It can be used for Sniping. As the red-
colored vertical-barreled-top weapon (which the Vinci Vertire is referred to as), it can be fired at
enemies approaching you. As it does damage, it can be upgraded. Kirlian Novo: A weapon with no
name as of yet. It looks like the Vinci Vertire, and has the same functionality. Ultimaxic: A gun
developed by the main character. It has replaced the Vinci Vertire as his weapon of choice. It is a
notable improvement over the Vinci Vertire in that it uses the Ultimaxic ammunition (detonates on
impact and leaves a trail of yellow energy, as well as moderate health damage). The Ultimaxic has
multiple firing angles. Of particular note is its head-mounted-only version, called the Ultimaxic R and
its over-the-head version, called the Ultimaxic O. The Ultimaxic O has a high fire rate, but much less
ammunition. The Ultimaxic R has virtually no fire rate, and the most ammunition that can be carried
at once. Bean Bag Launcher: Bean Bag Launcher is used to knock zombies out of the way. Motion
Sensor Traps: With these attached to the model, the model will shoot the zombies as they come in.
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